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TRENCH COATS



The Timeless Trench

I do love a trench coat.  They are such a timeless, classic and 

versatile coat.  You can dress a trench up or down and it even 

looks smart with your pyjamas underneath, just belt it and 

nobody will know! 

The perfect trans-seasonal item comes in a variety of colours 

and shapes; belt it and you are on your way to a gorgeous 

hourglass figure, flattering all shapes and sizes. 

If you want to make an investment purchase, then go for one of 

the classic colours in a neutral beige, cream or camel. 

For anyone who wants to inject some colour into their 

wardrobe, there are lots of statement trenches out there for 

Spring/Summer. 

Lets take a look and see what trench coats are out there.  

From the classics to the slightly quirky, there will be one for 

you. 

This khaki cotton lapel trench is from 

www.mango.com and reduced from 

£99.99 to just £49.99. I love the 

casualness of this trench and it would 

look fabulous at the weekend with 

your jeans, trainers or flats.  Wear it 

undone with your tails flapping in the 

City wind for that casual just put 

together look!

https://shop.mango.com/gb/women/coats-trench-coats/cotton-lapel-trench_13085015.html?c=37&utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Shopping%20-%20GB&gclid=CjwKCAiAqbvTBRAPEiwANEkyCKrX0OQRt1TOVJbpgm-zGw0NEKezX1d6Gk1jXdxnrnb56bpn-tdgSBoC41cQAvD_BwE


I'm a little bit in love with all things Anine 

Bing right now.  She seems to do the 

casual, understated yet uber cool thing so 

well.  This trench from 

www.aninebing.com is 359euros.  She 

does have great sales (which is on now 

and has just been extended). I do like the 

double breasted element of this coat, it 

just depends what you prefer!

Sticking with Anine Bing, this 

trench is on her website now and 

is in the sale! 359euros reduced 

down to 89euros.  It's definitely 

worth having a look at.  Loving the 

natural, timeless shade of this 

trench coat and it would definitely 

be a good investment piece for 

anyone looking for that 

trans-seasonal piece from Winter 

to Spring.  This one would work 

well for both work and play.

Topshop are doing some great trench 

coats right now.  I love the colour of this 

one on the right.  You can't go wrong with a 

Camel coloured trench.  Again, this is a 

classic shape, so will be a good piece for 

those smarter occasions or running after 

the kids in the park.  At £95, it's a good 

price and will make you feel right on trend 

for Spring/Summer 2018.

https://eu.aninebing.com/products/military-trench


Topshop come in again with their 

deconstructed trench coat at £150 in black.  

If beige, tan or khaki aren't for you, then this 

black one is timeless and will update your 

wardrobe in a jiffy.  With a slightly more 

formal feel, this would be great with heels or  

dressed down for that laid back weekend 

look.  

This Mango trench coat in beige was £89.99 

now £44.99.  I really like the contemporary 

feel of this coat.  It has that formality about it 

yet a laid back feel.  If you are running about 

town, then this is a great transitional piece for 

you.  

So, although the trench coat is a 

timeless classic, there are lots of 

options out there for you to choose 

from. As with all clothing, it depends on 

your lifestyle and it has to work for you.

If you work in an office, but want something that takes you through 

the weekend too, then opt for a more structured trench.  If you 

work from home and live in flats and trainers, then maybe one of 

the more casual trenches with less buttons may work for you.  

Whatever you go for, you can be safe in the knowledge that the 

trench coat will never go out of fashion and it will be a sound 

wardrobe investment. 


